
HANGZHOU BAY, China: Geely Auto Group’s new flagship
research and development center was formally opened ear-
lier yesterday. The new state of the art facility its home to
nearly 7000 full time engineers and spans over 275,000
square meters of land in Geely. 

As part of the opening celebrations, Geely Auto
announced its iNTEC technology brands. This new iNTEC
technology brands are a package of five leading technolo-
gies including safety technology, internet connectivity,
engine technology, interior environment technology, and
driver aids. iNTEC were designed around a ‘humanizing
smart car technology’ concept where the technology was
developed to give the owner and occupants a greater level
of safety and convenience whilst in transit. 

G-Safety
For Geely, a five-star crash score is not the beginning or

end of safety; the company has put G-Safety systems as
the core of full car development. “G-Safety” is built from
the exterior inwards, including a precise security identifica-
tion system, driver assist system, information management
and safety warning systems, collision warning system, acci-
dent alarm system, and emergency contact system. “G-
Safety” provides occupants with a complete set of passive
and active safety systems. Currently the technology has
been integrated in the Boyue, Emgrand GL, and other gen-
eration 3.0 Geely cars. For pedestrians and cyclist outside
the car, Geely has also developed a four level “Pedestrian
protection System” that includes a detection, warning,
avoidance, and injury reduction system.

G-Netlink 
Geely’s self-developed G-Netlink system allow drivers

to use interface with their vehicles through a myriad of dif-
ferent ways; from remote control via app allowing drivers
to lock or unlock their vehicles, start the vehicle, turn on
heating or cooling etc. At the same time this system pro-
vides in-car WiFi and Apple CarPlay and Android Auto
systems.  The G-Netlink system has already been integrat-
ed into Geely’s 3.0 gener-
ation of vehicles and can
achieve autonomous driv-
ing under certain condi-
tions. This technology has
provided people with
more turning Geely Auto
Group from a traditional
manufacturer to a travel
solutions enterprise.

G-Power 
Geely’s G-Power range

of engines are primarily
light weight alloy engines
that make full use of second generation turbo and fuel
injection technologies to push G-Power to the forefront of
world-class powertrain systems and will continue to give
consumers a more efficient, more powerful and more frugal
engine systems. Geely’s full range of 1.0TD, 1.4TD and
brand new 7DCT engines will be introduced into the G-
Power range in the coming years.

G-Blue 
G-Blue focuses on the development of healthy car inte-

riors, bringing healthy environments into the vehicles and
shutting out pollution. G-Blue is also a development stan-
dard where Geely Auto aims to bring ‘clean’ materials into
its interiors to avoid having poor quality materials in the
vehicles. 

G-Pilot
G-Pilot has been

developed to meet future
market demands guided
by the evolution of intelli-
gent drive technology. A
10-year roadmap has
been planned for G-Pilot,
starting with the GC9
model in 2014 which is
expected to achieve a high
degree of autonomous
driving after 2020, and by
2024 G-Pilot is expected
to reach new heights.

Geely Research Institute 
Geely Research Institute is a world leading research and

development center; the center was built with 6.2 billion
RMB of investment and is fully capable of designing and
developing complete vehicles, including parts, new energy
vehicle technologies, powertrain, testing facilities and qual-

ity centers. The new center is based in Hangzhou Bay,
between Hangzhou City and Ningbo City, just 80km from
Geely Auto Group’s headquarters in Hangzhou. 

Geely Auto Group CEO and President, An Conghui
commented:  “Geely Auto Group has always invested heav-
ily into its research and development capacity. The arrival
of iNTEC technologies showcases our ability to develop
new technologies and our foresight in long term develop-
ment strategies. At the same time, it also demonstrates that
we are a technology driven company, putting consumer’s
thoughts and requirements at the forefront of research and
development to give the end user a better, more efficient
experience and to push forward automotive technologies.” 

As China’s first privately owned Chinese auto group,
Geely Auto Group has already gained over 20 years of
automotive research and development which has pushed
Geely to develop four global R&D Centers in Hangzhou,
Ningbo, Gothenburg, Sweden and Coventry, UK with over
10,000 engineers from over 30 different nationalities
including nearly 3000 foreign engineers. Geely Auto has
also registered over 14,000 patents throughout its devel-
opment story. Over the past two years Geely Auto has
entered into a period of high speed growth under its
‘Making Refined Cars For Everyone’ brand promise which
has led to the creation of the Geely GC9, Bo Yue SUV,
Emgrand GS and Emgrand GL models, all of which have
become the benchmark vehicles in their respective seg-
ments. In the first four months of 2017, Geely Auto has sold
365,308 vehicles with a growth of over 94 percent making
it the fastest growing auto manufacturer in China. 
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Corporate
earnings drive
markets more
than before 
By Hayder Tawfik

As most developed
stock markets hit
new highs, alarm
bells have started
ringing from all
directions. Market
commentators, politi-
cians, some pundits
and some respected
portfolio managers
and economist have
recently joined the
crowd. Whenever markets or stock prices
hit new highs, there is always a concern.
Using simple probability theory, the higher
it goes the weaker the momentum becomes
and the bigger the likelihood of small cor-
rection or may be consolidation. When
these take place, sector rotation, asset
reallocation are followed. 

Obviously, there are lots of reasons
why stock indices hitting new highs.
Some are related to good market funda-
mentals such as attractive valuation, equi-
ty supply and demand, ample liquidity
and corporate earnings. Others are relat-
ed to the economic fundamentals and
monetary policy. Since 2008 when most
central banks in the developed economies
lowered rates to near zero or negative in
some places like the eurozone, mountain
of liquidity were followed that have been
supporting the world financial assets.
Most of this liquidity did not go into pro-
duction and economic activity but into
the world financial markets. 

Added to this ample liquidity has been
corporate cash mountain that has been
used for buy backs and increasing divi-
dends for most big companies. At present,
some of this liquidity might be reduced by
increase in economic activity and busi-
ness spending. Central banks have not
drained money out of the system at some
time in the future they will be starting
some form of tighter money supply. Going
forward equity investors should focus on
company earnings if they want to achieve
good performance. Ultimately, the per-
formance of a stock price follow earnings
and profitability and not just liquidity.
Most stock market indices are expensive
on historic basis but taking into account
the level of interest rates, inflation and

global liquidity and based on forward val-
uation, they still seem attractive. The key
question for investors how the market will
transit itself once those supporting factors
reverse themselves.  

Encouraging
There are some encouraging signs that

companies are back on reporting profits
again, although might not be very much
but they have come out of the profit
recession they have faced over the past
few years. Good example of this is US
corporates. According to Bloomberg, the
US S&P 500 operating earnings per
share rose over 8% in the third quarter
from a year prior. This renewed prof-
itability should provide support for equi-
ty markets going forward. Although rising
wages that is caused by higher inflation
and more rates rises might put profit
margin at risk. If these new developments
are accompanied by stronger global eco-
nomic growth then it might be acceptable
to see stronger revenues to offset any
decline in margins and provide support
for earnings.

Corporates and individuals tax reform
in the US once passed will be great boost
for corporate earnings and profitability.
Depending on which sector, the cut in
taxes should benefit most companies
apart from those ones that already pay
low tax rates. A low rate of tax of 10%
should boost earnings by at least 12 per-
cent. US stock markets are starting to
discount the chances of tax cuts into
some specific sectors and individual com-
panies too.  Current analyst estimates for
US corporates earnings is to rise by 10
percent in 2018. This seems quite opti-
mistic but it is possible as the economic
cycle turns to be more growth orientated.
I believe that earnings momentum will
accelerate for some certain sectors, such
as high technology, mining, retail, banking
and industries.  Equity investors should
be more active in those sectors and posi-
tion themselves to take advantage of
these earnings trends next year.
Technology sector is one of most attrac-
tive from fundamental valuation stand-
point, as the sector has higher margins
than any of the other major stock market
sectors and revenue growth forecasts are
quite strong.  

Overall, I am quite encouraged by the
signs and optimistic for the next couple
of the years. Also, I believe that stock
markets will successfully transition to an
earnings-driven rather than led by ample
liquidity that supplied by most central
banks.  A gradual rise in US interest rates
might create a headwind for the US equi-
ty market, but investors should focus on
the sectors that could benefit from the
growth, inflation and interest rate envi-
ronment that I expect to happen in the
coming years. @Rasameel

The Fed’s Chairwoman Janet Yellen portrayed an
optimistic outlook on the US economy and for
price growth in the months to come, suggesting
the footprint of the recent hurricanes will likely
moderate economic growth temporarily and
should be followed by a rebound by year end.
She restated that the persistence of undesirably
low inflation this year has been a surprise.
Although, she expects inflation to begin its
northern momentum as the effects of temporary
factors such as falling prices for consumer cell-
phone services begin to fade. As for market
expectations, markets are skeptical on Yellen’s
outlook for future interest rates as FED mem-
bers are not on the same page. The Fed fund
futures show only a 70% chance of one rate
hike in 2018, while the FED’s dot plot indicate 3
rate hikes.

Reports from all twelve FED districts noted
that the pace of growth expanded between
modest to moderate across the US in September
and October despite the inflow of hurricanes
that caused major disruptions in some areas and
sectors. Still, the economy seemed to have
weathered down the storms better than antici-
pated. As always, one major theme continues to
disappoint, “wage growth”. Several districts
reported difficulty in finding qualified workers
across many sectors. Even the tightest labor
market in years did little to heat up inflation. The
Fed described the increase in wages and the
cost of materials as modest. The main theme is
that the Central Bank is on the road to hike a
third time this year in December and the recent
hurricanes were just a slight depressor for an
economy now in its ninth year of growth making
it one of the longest expansions ever. 

Trumpflation may reemerge after the Senate
accepted a budget plan that would allow them
to advance with the tax remodel without the
backing of Democrats. Despite having control of
the government, Republicans have been unable
to create a legislative achievement, setting fur-
ther pressure on officials to succeed in passing
a tax bill. As for Europe, politics continues to
dictate market trajectory as the standoff
between Spain’s central government and
Catalonia escalates. The Spanish government
has enough backing to disband Catalonia’s par-
liament and hold new elections in January to try
to resolve the regional government’s push for
independence.

On the currency front, the dollar index began
the week on a strong footing after slightly
hawkish remarks from the FED’s Chairwoman,
positive data on the US economy and a report
that indicated President Donald Trump favored

a hawk to head the Federal Reserve. On
Wednesday, the dollar index lost ground after
the housing report came in frail. However, the
downward momentum was short lived due to
renewed hopes for a major tax reform after the
Senate approved a budget blueprint for 2018.
The index began the week at 93.156 and closed
on Friday at 93.701.

The euro extended its losses on Monday as
the unclear political environment around the EU
continues to diminish sentiment. The EUR/USD
recovered all its losses it incurred at the start of
the week and entered into positive territory on
Wednesday as politics faded from the head-
lines, while taking advantage from the dollar’s
pull back. The EUR/USD closed its weekly ses-
sion at 1.1783 down by 0.20 percent for the
week.   The pound sterling was under pressure
the entire week on both fronts, politically and
economically. After the release of the inflation
and labor report, the GBP/USD persisted
downhill. The GBP/USD lost 0.69 percent of its
value last week.

Safe haven currencies like the Japanese Yen
and Swiss Franc remained the weakest curren-
cies for the week on resilient global risk appetite
and a stronger US dollar. The yen and Swiss
Franc lost 1.41 percent and 0.90 percent respec-
tively versus the greenback this week.  

In the commodities complex, oil prices surged
on Monday through Wednesday as reports of
clashes between Iraqi troops and Kurdish armed
forces near Kirkuk sent WTI and Brent higher.
Meanwhile, government data showed a larger-
than-expected drop in US crude inventories.
Brent crude was last trading near the $57 level.

Manufacturing 
The New York Fed reported that the general

manufacturing conditions in the state of New
York soared to a three-year high of 30.2 in
October, up by 5.8 points from the preceding
month and topped market expectations for a
reading of 20. The index was enhanced despite
some of the key components actually worsened,
like new orders, which fell to 18 from 24.9 and
the average work week index came in at zero. On
the positive front, the shipments index rose 11
points to 27.5 the highest level since October
2009 and the employment index showed the
sturdiest reading since March 2015, while the
change in hours worked remained constant.

Looking at the six-month outlook, firms
remained optimistic about future conditions with
the index for future business conditions rising by
six points to 44.8 and the employment is expect-
ed to increase modestly. The dollar’s recent

depreciations is part of the story, but domestic
demand played a roll too. The overall message
from this and other surveys is that the industrial
sector remains resilient.

Moving on to the Philadelphia region, the
manufacturing state improved to a five months
high for the current month. The Philly FED
claimed the index was elevated by 4.1 points to
27.9. The sub-component that trails the number
of employees soared to an all-time high of 30.6
from 6.6 seen last month and expectations for
hiring over the next six months burst to the high-
est level in 33 years. Growth in the industry isn’t
just stable, it’s accelerating, and businesses sur-
veyed by the local bank remained bright on the
future outlook. 

Import prices 
The price for foreign goods shipped to the US

peaked to the highest level in 15 months, suggest-
ing inflation could pick up in the near term fol-
lowing months of sluggish readings. The rise is
attributed to rising petroleum and food costs for
the month of September. Last month, prices for
imported petroleum increased 4.5 percent after
rising 5.0 percent in August. Food prices surged
1.8 percent, the largest gain since July 2016. The
cost of imported goods rose 0.7 percent m/m,
while core prices gained 0.3 percent m/m. Over
the past 12 months the import price index has
risen 2.7 percent. The data should further rein-
force the FED’s case for one last rate hike before
the year ends. Inflation has been one of the most
closely watched measures this year since price
growth has broadly remained cool despite
strength in the labor market.

Hurricanes impact 
Recent Hurricanes in the US subdued the

housing market, especially in the southern states
last month, while a decline in building permits
raised fears that the housing market recovery is
stalling. The Commerce Department said housing
starts dove 4.7 percent m/m, the lowest since
September 2016 and building permits fell 4.5
percent m/m. The problem is that even before
the storms struck, residential construction had
almost deteriorated this year due to lack of land
and skilled laborers as well as rising costs for
building materials. The latest figures from the
housing market may introduce a downward
pressure on the third quarter of this year. 

Kuwait
Kuwaiti dinar at 0.30220
The USDKWD opened at 0.30220 yesterday
morning.

Optimism on US tax reforms
pushes dollar higher
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